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THE TAOIST RELIGION,

IT is a significant fact that, whilst comparatively so little

has yet been done in the fields of Chinese etymology

and history, where an ample supply of exact knowledge is

at hand, almost every foreigner who has either seriously

studied or superficially toyed with Chinese philosophical

literature, where everything is so vague, considers himself

at liberty to expatiate upon Taoism, although Confucius

himself frankly declared it to be rather beyond his compre-

hension, even when explained by the Taoist prophet him-

self. Personally I have, for better or for worse, succeeded

in surviving the nineteenth century without falling a victim

to the fashionable cacoethes ; and if, after thirty-five years

of dalliance with Chinese books, I at last yield to the

tempter, I may at least be permitted to plead in palliation

that I only commit in my approaching dotage that rash act

which others have perpetrated in the heyday of their youth

and fame.

As the sole authorities upon Taoism, and upon Lao-tsz, *

its prophet, are in the most absolute sense the Chinese

themselves, it is plain that I am not committing an in-

discretion when in the first instance I totally ignore all that

foreigners have written upon the subject, and proceed to

state what I conceive the original evidence to be. So far

as I can see, all non-Chinese critics, in their eagerness for

polemical fray, have forgotten this all-important preliminary

point : that is, they have omitted to first tell the general

reader what the native story is ; and they have all inconti-

* Pronounced "Loud Sir !" and not " Lay-oa/s," as my first MS. reader

speaks it.
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nently gone on to say what they themselves think the

native story ought to be. I simply state the facts, so far as

I can extract sense out of words, as they appear to my
understanding ; and where I cannot make sense, I am
content to say—with Confucius—" these dragon flights

are too high for me." I am not going to charge my story

with the dead-weight of references to books, and with

uncouth Chinese names ; but anyone who requires chapter

and book from me on any specific point shall have it. So
now I proceed.

Like most early nations, the primitive Chinese had
religious or superstitious notions connected with the sun,

the moon, the stars ; with the forces of nature, such as

wind, storm, organic life, death ; and so on. These senti-

ments gradually took concrete form in the shape of worship

and sacrifice, and in China have continued to do so con-

currently with competing doctrines up to our own day.-

There that particular form of " religion" may be left : we
need say no more about it, for every man can understand

it, even if he deride it. But, as civilisation advanced, and
more particularly after the substitution, by a new dynasty in

the twelfth century before Christ, of the feudal system of

states undelr"~trie~^fngr for the more ancient patriarchal

system of direct submission under the emperor, together

with sundry other social reforms, there grew up political

rivalries between the rival princely courts. The period

B.C. 480 to 230 is usually known to Chinese historians as

the " Fighting State Period," ?>., it was the restless but

active time during which the contending feudal states were

gradually throwing off the control _of .the central kings, and
were aiming at in3epe^ncTent and even dictatorial powers for

themselves: it was during this period of mental tension

that Chinese philosophy attained its greatest heights, or

flights ; and, curiously enough, this period coincided with

that of analogous mental activity in Greece, India, and

elsewhere. Of course, no man can say what may have

occurred : there is not a tittle of evidence to s/icnv that any

Western thought was brought to bear upon China previous

to B.C. 150.

Now from the most ancient times the word Tao, u a
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road, a (proper) way," had been extensively employed in

Chinese classical literature, so far as we know of such
literature ; and the thinking order of men, as distinguished

from the vulgar and the superstitious, had gradually come
to employ it in the sense of the " principle of right."

Moreover, although the thinking schools of the Fighting

States Period varied in point of method, yet there seems to

have been a general consensus of opinion that one of the

semi-mythical rulers, styled the Yellow Emperor, supposed
to have lived in the second half of the third millennium
before Christ, had bequeathed a number of venerable pre-

cepts touching man's social and public duties. The recent

discoveries in Egypt and Babylonia encourage us to believe

that the Chinese traditions are likely to be as genuine as

those about Thiitmosis and Khammurabi, which have now
become facts. Whether the ancient masterword Tao had,

previously to the date of Lao-tsz, become definitely asso-

ciated with the Yellow Emperor's metaphysical and ethical

precepts is not certain ; but, during the sixth century before

Christ—say a century before the Fighting States Period

—

a keeper of the archives at the royal court began to acquire

a wide reputation throughout federated China on account
of his development of 7ao ; with special reference, accord-

ing to later writers of the school, to the supposed precepts
of the Yellow Emperor. This archive-keeper was named
Li Erh, and after his death Li Tan, the words Erh and Tan
both referring to some peculiarity in the shape of his ears.

But even during his life he was commonly known as Lao-
Tsz, or the " Old One "; and after his death as Lao-tan, or

"Old Ears." His celebrity became so great that, in the

latter part of the sixth century B.C., Confucius, who was
also then making a pedagogical name for himself in one of

the feudal states, paid a special visit to the royal capital, in

order to obtain from Lao-tsz (who, according to some, had
already once been either in the flesh or by correspondence his

tutor) further information about rites and ceremonies as
practised at the recognised centre of civilisation. Confucius'
great object was to maintain social decency and the royal

power. Lao-tsz was already a disappointed man : disgusted
with the supine luxury of the royal court, the dissipation
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and warlike ambition of the feudal states, and the lax con-

duct of all classes of men, he already foresaw the imminent
collapse of China, and was resolving to betake himself into

timely exile and solacing obscurity. He accordingly gave
Confucius a somewhat surly reception, laying particular

stress on his vain and useless striving after perishable and
unprofitable things. In leaving the sage's presence,

Confucius remarked somewhat ironically to his pupils that

he knew what birds were, what fish were, and what animals

were ; and also, at a pinch, how to get hold of and deal with

them; but he confessed that the "dragon flights of this

Lao-tsz heavenward " were altogether beyond his compre-
hension.

Not many years after this, Lao-tsz really did quit civilisa-

tion, and made for the " Pass," near the Yellow River

bend, a little to the eastward of modern Si-ngan Fu. The
" Pass" was then practically the western frontier of federated

China, and beyond it lay the powerful state of Ts'in, which
ever since the ninth century before Christ had lain outside

the pale, and had become, in the minds of the more orthodox

federals, a semi-barbarous or foreign country—destined,

however, soon to conquer China. The royal officer in

charge of the Pass did not like to see so distinguished a

philosopher as Lao-tsz disappear into space without leaving

behind something of his doctrine to show to future genera-

tions, so he begged him to " write a book first." (It must
be explained that " books " were then thin plates of wood
or bamboo, painfully scratched upon or cut into with a style

;

that composition was laconic ; and that the written character

was much more clumsy and bulky than it is now.) Lao-tsz

did so ; and after that he went west, nothing more ever

being heard o( him. Many centuries later there were

traditions of his having passed through Khoten : all further

developments of these traditions are mere "yarns." It is

supposed that one of his disciples may have obtained this

book from the keeper of the Pass, and subsequently given

it out for copying, but there is no specific evidence upon
this point, although under the name Kwan-yin-tsz the

said keeper himself has left us a work on Taoism.

Confucius died B.C. 479, just at the beginning of the true
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Fighting Slate Period, and Lao-tsz had died, or rather had

disappeared, about thirty-five years before him, both having

failed, each following his own lights, to stay the revolu-

tionary tide. The Empire of the Chou dynasty, which had

reigned over 700 years, was now in full process of dissolu-

tion, at least so far as the conservative moral forces were

concerned ; but during the 250 years between this moral

disintegration and the physical conquest of China by Ts'in

(modern Shen Si), there were many intellectual struggles :

a share was taken in them by numerous, writers on Taoism,

most of them citing the Yellow Emperor and Lao-tsz as

—

so to speak—the god and the prophet of that creed : Lao-tsz

himself had not credited the Yellow Emperor with the same

stimulus. I may here state, in order to throw light upon

Chinese nomenclature, that the termination tsz has, in real

effect, almost precisely the same indefinite meaning as the

Latin us, ius, or cms: that is, such Taoist writers as Lich-tsz,

Chwang-tsz, and Hwang-tsz may be fairly Latinised as

Licius, Sancius, and Vancius
;
just as Mencius and Con-

fucius stand for Meng-tsz and K'ung-tsz: the additional

syllable/}/ simply confers a higher degree of moral status,

and we may equally well say Concius for Confucius, Men-

fucius for Mencius, and Laucius for Lao-tsz. As Lao-isz

had already attained "world "-wide celebrity before he wrote

his 5,000 word book at the Pass, we may justly assume that

all his sayings, memorable and otherwise, had enjoyed a

wide publication in book or pamphlet form, not to speak of

oral vogue, long before he was invited by the keeper to jot

down as an aide-memoire the heads of his discourses in the

way they have since come down to us. Thus we find

Lieh-tsz, who lived a century after Lao-tsz, or Lao-tan as he

calls him, giving the " Yellow Emperor's book" as the

authority for passages of his own, which also appear in

1 Lao-tsz's book ; and Chwang-tsz, who, again a century later,

wrote sustained Taoist philosophy in a somewhat waggish

spirit of levity, paraphrasing or recasting sentences found in

the same work. It is not stated that either of them ever

saw it, nor was it at all indispensable for their own purposes

that they should see a text-book for the philosophy they

knew so well from wider sources. At this time, the current
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way of describing Taoism was " the craft (or words, or

books) of Hwang-ti * (i.e., the Yellow Emperor) and
Lao-tsz," or, more shortly "Hwang-Lao." In the same
way, just as the book of Mencius was for brevity simply

styled " Mencius," so the book of Lao-tsz was simply styled
4 'Lao-tsz"; precisely as we, at this day, use the word
" Shakespeare " to denote Shakespeare's works.

When, towards the close of the third century before

Christ, the outlying and only half-Chinese state of Ts'in,

having, about a hundred years previously, been re-admitted

into federal councils, proceeded to annex one Chinese state

after the other, and finally to conquer the royal domain and

adopt the (still existing) style of Hwang-ti or "August
Emperor" of all China, the " First Emperor" of this new
dispensation found himself seriously hampered by the

political and ethical remonstrances of the various theoretical

schools already alluded to ; and in order to prevent their

"mischievous" agitations from thwarting his ambitious

policy, he resolved to destroy, to the extent it lay within

his power, so much of the learning stowed away in China

as he could lay hands on ; only exempting such useful

literature as books on agriculture, medicine, astrology (then

considered an exact science), and the history of his own
half Tibetan state. It is officially stated that he allowed

himself a "hundredweight of reading " a day, from which

we can well estimate the probable cumbrousness of standard

books, seeing that an allowance of reports and dispatches

for one day meant a small cart-load. Hence the "locating"

and calling in of works, the existence and whereabouts ot

each one of which in China was probably as well known to

the learned as the whereabouts in Europe of each of the

Elzevir editions is to our virtuosi, would not be so enormous
a task as we might at first sight suppose. Some few specific

books were specially exempted, even though not falling

under the favoured categories, more especially when needed

for advanced students. The ancient Book of Changes,

or the Cosmogony on which Taoism is founded, was

* Not to be confused with Hwang-ti, the title o( " August Emperor," now
still in use ; the initial of which, Fiiumg, differs in some dialects from the
other, Hwang.
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one
;

and as the First Emperor is well known and
clearly stated to have been under pronounced Taoxst
influence, it is thought possible that Lao-tsz's original

book, or one copy of it, may have been another.
However that may have been, in B.C. 213, the celebrated

massacre of learned men and the destruction of learned
books actually took place, so that whether the original

Lao-tsz, or close copies of it, survived or not, at any rate it

was, in the absence of specific evidence, in no worse a pre-

sumptive plight than the books of Lieh-tsz, Chwang-tsz,
Han-fei-tsz, Sun-tsz, and other Jaoist works, all sustained
philosophies, and all written one or more centuries after the
production of Lao-tsz's mere heads of doctrine, or, pre-
sumably, aids to memory ; and therefore, where we have
no definite information as to their specific recovery at some
date subsequent to the destruction, we are not logically
entitled to cite them as Taoist authorities superior in rank
and credibility to Lao-tsz's own book.

The regeneration of China under the self-styled First
Emperor was perhaps rather a good thing in itself, but
like the European "regeneration" which is now going
on there, it was carried out too suddenly, and without
sufficient tact. This violence led to revolts, and the result
was that in B.C. 202 the jovial, unscrupulous man of the
people, who had gradually risen to become Prince of Han,
by a rapid series of campaigns worthy of comparison with
those of Napoleon, at last crushed all competing adventurers,
and possessed himself of the ephemeral Ts'in Empire.
At least four prominent ministers of this founder of the
Han dynasty were under the influence of the Taoist
doctrine, and there is abundant evidence in the first oreat
national history, which we are shortly about to describe,
not only of this, but also of the fact that there were several
flourishing " schools " or centres for the study of Hwang-
Lao, more especially in the modern provinces of Shan
Tung and Sz Ch'wan. But it was not until after the third
Han Emperor, one of the grandsons of the first, ascended the
throne in B.C. 157, that there was sufficent respite from
Scythian wars, local rebellions, and consequent popular
distress to enable leading men to secure leisure, and to
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give their attention to abstract literature. A son of this

third emperor, for instance, specially distinguished himself

by his zeal in searching out, purchasing, and collecting as

many books as possible dating from the period previous to

the holocaust of B.C. 213. Among the individual books
thus acquired were Lao-tsz, the Book of Rites, Record of

Rites, and Mencius. At the same time, a cousin of his,

the Prince of Hwai-nan, though less successful as a

collector, specially distinguished himself a generation later

as a Taoist writer, and is in consequence known to history

as Hwai-nan-tsz, or, as we might say, Vainancius. The
Emperor (157-143) ordered that " Lao-tsz" should be

studied as a school-book throughout the empire. Even
the third emperor's mother was "fond of the craft of

Hwang-Lao," and is specifically stated also to have

"admired Lao-tsz's book," and even to have punished one

of her ministers for speaking contemptuously of it. In

B.C. 139, two other ministers came to grief at her hands,

and for much the same reason ; and as the prince who
discovered a copy of Lao-tsz committed suicide, on account

of some political intrigue, in B.C. 122, it is not unreason-

able to suppose, from the propinquity of the date, that the

book she loved so much was a copy of the one, or was the

original one, purchased by him ; but we need in no way
assume that it was the identical one scratched upon wood
in a different, and by this time obsolete character, by

Lao-tsz.

In the latter part of the reign of the fourth emperor,

that is, the celebrated Wu Ti, the first discoverer and the

part conqueror of Central Asia, the court historians or

astrologers (in ancient China, as in ancient Babylonia,

much the same thing), Sz-ma T'an, and his son Sz-ma

Ts'ien, were industriously engaged in compiling the first

genuine historv of China. Sz-ma T'an made no secret of

his personal preference for Taoism over Confucianism and

the other rival schools : the chapter in his son's completed

work setting forth full grounds for the superiority of the

Taoist doctrine as conceived by the father, has led even

Chinese " Confucian " critics to condemn the son for what

were really the pronounced opinions of his parent. Sz-ma
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T'an had critically studied the doctrine of Tao under the

Hwang-tsz or Vancius already mentioned, and this Vancius
is said by Sz-ma Ts'ien to have disputed on doctrine, in

the presence of the third emperor, with the identical

minister who was sent by the Dowager-Empress " to teed

the pigs in the farm," as a punishment for ridiculing

Lao-tsz's book. Hence the chain of evidence is unbroken.

But already in the time of the " First Emperor" and
" Second Emperor " of Ts'in (221-207 B.C.), alchemists and
charlatans had begun to use a few chance expressions of

Lao-tsz, especially those upon immortality and upon the

suppression of emotion, in order to foist a system of

wizardry and quackery upon the successive emperors,

purely in the self-interested hope of attaining rich rewards
at court. Even before the burning of the books, there had
been " yarns " about plants of immortality and mysterious
genii in the as yet undiscovered, or imperfectly discovered

east (Japan) and west (Gobi), neither of which places

were in the least known, except by vague rumour.
Contemporaneously with the discovery, a genuine old copy
of Lao-tsz's book, a totally new and corrupted form of

'J ao'xsm had thus grown up, having little or nothing to do
with the genuine ethics connected first with the Yellow
Emperor's name, and more or less based on the enigma-
tical Book of Changes; systematised by Lao-tsz; sum-
marised in a book by Lao-tsz ; and expounded with the

addition of much irrelevant matter by Lieh-tsz (5th

century B.C.), Chwanz-tsz (4th century), Han Fei (honoured
by the suffix of a tsz as Han-fei-tsz, or Hanficius, 3rd
century) and others. The Han Emperor Wu Ti (b.c.

141 87) was a complete victim to this alchemy and elixir

nonsense ; but, happily for his reputation, he discovered and
confessed his own foolishness some years before he died.

With this false Theism and its innumerable later

expounders ; with the founding, the year after the

Crucifixion, of the Taoxst " popedom," which exists to this

day in Kiang Si ; with what Mr. Mears calls the
" hideous, devouring, devil-worship of to-day," the present
paper has nothing to do. The point is, first of all, to

establish the absolute historic authenticity both of old
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7tfoism, and of the still extant Taoist text book, which has

accordingly now been done to the best of our ability from

Chinese sources alone; and next, to define, so far as may
be possible, the Taoist doctrine ; adding some final remarks

touching the literary wars, which have been waged up to date

by logomachical savants, and by pugnacious sinologues,

real and amateur, over the prostrate carcass of Lao-tsz,

and over the " remnants " of his doctrine.

"Lao-tsz's book," "Lao-tsz," "Mr. Lao's book," and
" My Lord Lao's book," were the only terms at first applied

to the above-described work of 5,000 odd characters, written

to oblige a friend. When, after the vicissitudes of revolu-

tionary change, a copy of the genuine work was favoured

by the notice of the Han Emperors and Empresses, it began

to be called king{a. " classic," or " orthodox work ") instead

of a mere book ; and as it was written in two divisions, the

one beginning with the word Tao, and the other with the

word Teh (efficacy), in common parlance the work, now
styled " Lao-tsz's King," was said to treat of Tao-tch, a dis-

syllable already consecrated by use in the Book of Changes
and the Book of Rites. Hence, the historian, Sz-ma
Ts'ien, says that Lao-tsz cultivated this (already ancient)

Tao and teh
y
and, on invitation to do so, composed his work

in order to discuss their meaning systematically. In

process of time the classic gradually became known as the

Tao-teh-king, and under that name, already in the middle

of the fourth century a.d., a celebrated calligraphist made
a neat transcription of it, which he exchanged with a Taoist

priest for a flock of fine geese in the latter's barn-yard.

Thus, even a thousand years after the work was composed,

and after paper and ink had been invented, we see how
comparatively rare and precious the exclusive possession of

a well-written classic must have been, and how unlikely it

was that many personally-owned copies could have existed

in Lao-tsz's time ; how unnecessary, therefore, to be

sceptical, because in Mencius' work, which ignores the

Book of Changes, 7ao\sm is also totally ignored.

Lao-tsz professes himself quite unable to find a word, or

even a circumlocution adequate to define Tao, which he

only calls " the road " as a makeshift consecrated by
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frequent usage in the oracular Book of Changes
;
just as we

style the mysterious Rontgen rays "/es rayons X," an

expression sanctioned by algebraical usage. Teh is an

emanation from Tao, and signifies that rule of action which
naturally follows from faith in Tao ; not charity or forgive-

ness, as many have thought : its modern signification as a

noun is " virtue," " efficacy," "power for good"; and,

again, in verbal senses, "to be grateful for," "to like one
for," "to take credit to one's self for." In attempting

to describe for the general reader Lao-tsz's intricate

train of thought, I shall, also as a make-shift, use the

word " Providence " to signify the widest meanings
special of Tao

y
and the word "Grace" to signify the

sense of Teh. I shall, moreover, divest the subject

so far as I can of its ancient and unfamiliar local surround-

ings, and proceed as though the philosopher were lecturing

in English idiom to the people of our own age.

i. Providence, without origin itself, is the origin of

everything ; being without body and without palpable

existence ; invisible, imperceptible, spontaneous, and im-

palpable. Heaven and Earth have their beginnings in it

;

that is, in this eternal principle of pure being which
determines the Universe. It cannot, being illimitable, be

named or defined ; and though it is itself the origin of all

things, it is also none the less the scene or theatre in which
all celestial, terrestrial, and human events take place.

Providence, accordingly, nourishes, completes, and protects

all things. A comprehension of Providence is obtainable

only by faith, or by seeking it, and the most guilty men may
find salvation in it ; or, at all events, the highest-placed

guilty individuals suffer punishment if they be without it.

Providence is a mysterious, ever-active existence ; simple-;

applicable to all circumstances ; not personified. Provi-

dence transcends the power of reason, and is the enduring
principle of right. It knows no distinction between spirit,

mind, and matter, between what men call existence and
non-existence ; it contains all potentialities ; it always
rights itself, for all changes are fleeting ; everything, when
it has served its purpose, ultimately returns to the place and
condition whence it emanated. Providence is incorruptible,
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perfect, eternal ; without shape or feeling, only perceptible

and nameableso far as it is revealed by works. Providence

is always restful, yet never idle ; knows no time, limits, or

wants ; has no inclinations or preferences ; and absorbs or

takes unto itself those who regulate their conduct by faith

in it. Its penalties are sharp and prompt. It is omni-

present and immutable. It never takes the form of an

injunction or command.
2. A man who regulates his conduct by and has faith in

Providence avoids display and self-assertion ; is humble,

modest, calm, ready for all emergencies, and fearless of

death. He endeavours to overcome all bodily desires

beyond those necessary for the natural course of life. He
is always rich, because contented : his body is always safe,

for the mind has no apprehensions : he has no ill-will, and
devotes his efforts to the amelioration of others. His dis-

position is yielding, and he needs no distractions. He
takes no pride in success or glory ; in superiority, rank, or

dignity : he is equal and equable to all men, without dis-

turbing their respective spheres. He aims at lasting results,

and is careful even to the very end of each matter he

touches. He looks for no recompense, saves all, injures

none, loves mercy, and is slow to judge or condemn. He
returns good for good, and Grace even for evil ; avoids the

turmoil of interested striving, preferring thought to speech,

meditation to action, and humility to ambition. He
endeavours to check the worship of intellectual power. He
prefers reality to appearances, and strives for pure truth.

By not yielding to the temptations of indulgence, he avoids

feeling the disgust of any loathing ; by shewing no anxiety

to preserve his own life, he suggests to none the possible

importance of taking it away. Over-learning leads to

vexation ; for, when all know how good the good is, then

the idea of the not good begins to arise in men's minds.

Moderation and self-effacement encourage the survival of

the unselfish men, and the practice or study of Providence

is conducive to longevity. The natural powers should be

economized, and all agitation, mental or physical, studiously

avoided ; hence continence is as desirable as mental self-

restraint and absence of great exertion. The
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quest is the conquest of self. Eloquence and argumenta-
tiveness are sorry substitutes for honesty and truth.

Wisdom is not to be striven for, as it leads to quips,

inequalities, and contrasts. The joys of life consist in con-

templation. If you feel your superiority, maintain, but do
not show it ; let other men have the benefit of it without their

being humiliated by the aggressive spectacle ofyour superior

powers. Be like water, which always accepts and even
seeks the lowest situation, but inevitably penetrates to all

levels. Providence is of higher quality than Grace, but

men who cannot attain to an insight into the former should
act up to the latter, which is born of the former. Do not

trouble to have any fixed aim in life. The man who has
attained to a mental oneness with Providence is superior to

the highest rulers.

3. In its political aspect, Providence views the king or

ruler as a Themis or sage, and as forming a fourth party, or

one of the four elements, together with Providence, Heaven,
and Earth. But, so far as the ruler is an embodiment of

Providence, or so far as Providence may be personified or

deified in rulers, Providence is anterior to any such deity,

whose paternity cannot be defined. (The use by Lao-tsz of

such words as "Heaven," " Deity," is not new, but bor-

rowed for metaphysical purposes from the classics). The
king should avoid luxury, over-legislation, and over-

taxation, which tend to the poverty, evasiveness, and
misery of the people. In a way he is both the elected of

Heaven and the appointed of his people. He should not

obtain the throne by violence. His power is absolute, but

he should be tolerant. Too much cooking spoils the fish,

as too much handling irritates the people. The king should

be sedate, free from levity, and free from inordinate appe-

tites and passions. Laws should be kept in the background,
and methods of government should be preserved secret.

At the same time, the hand of government should fall

lightly, and the ruler should not arrogate prerogatives and
preferences. Faith should never be broken. Obtruded
laws suggest crimes to bad or vacillating characters. The
people should not be raised from their ignorance to the

intellectual level of their rulers. Their ideal condition is a
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full stomach and a vacant mind ; sturdy frames with object-

less wills
;
passing their lives in quiet enjoyment; attend-

ing peacefully to their affairs, and not concerning them-

selves with their political neighbours. Restrictions tend to

hamper industry ; consequently these should be as few and
as simple as possible. At the same time, mechanical skill

should not be too much encouraged, as it leads to excessive

effort, emulation, and luxury. Interference in the affairs of

others is objectionable. Punishments are unavoidable :

but let them, notwithstanding, especially when capital, be

avoided as far as possible ; let the vindictive aspect yield to

the preventive ; let there be no pleasure in punishment,

and let the hand provided by Providence be the one alone

to take away human life, lest the harsh deed recoil on the

meddler with justice. War is, also, sometimes a necessity,

but it should be undertaken more in sorrow than in anger,

and anything in the shape of triumph or glory should be

carefully eschewed : hostilities should cease the instant the

end prescribed by Providential considerations is attained.

The quality of Grace well becomes a monarch. Be not too

ready to quarrel with neighbouring states ; the greater should

behave with quiet dignity and courtesy, thus making it the

inclination of the smaller to join interests : the smaller

should be respectful and deferential, thus avoiding any pro-

vocation of the more powerful.

It will thus be seen that, whether we view Lao-tsz from

the metaphysical, the ethical, or the political point of view,,

there is a great deal which is both noble and intelligible in

his summarised texts. But it must be remembered that he

himself strings his thoughts together in a disjointed way,

like mere " notes,
1
' and that the resume I give above is

simply the " average " of what all translators seem to agree

upon without cavil as being his meaning. I have only two

editions of the Tao-te/i-king myself, and I must confess I find

the book confused and wearisome reading in the extreme
;

but it appears to me that modern " thinkers " are inclined

to exaggerate the importance of the other and more im-

mature reflections of an old man who, after all, was totally

ignorant of physics, science, the world ; and of practical,

logical methods of expressing himself. However that may
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be, there is a great deal more matter in " Lao-tsz " which

sounds suspiciously like twaddle, and which, though

apparently comprehensible to the present-day students of

Zoroaster, Plato, Pythagoras, and the Hindoo philosophers

soon to be enumerated, is quite as much above my humble
intelligence, in spite of the assistance of modern critics, as

it was above that of Confucius 2,500 years ago without all

the modern advantages of co-operation.

For instance, we have the "Spirit of the Valley"; the

"dual system"; the fact that "Providence brings forth

unity, unity duality, duality trinity, and trinity all things ";

the mysterious "female influence, which by stillness over-

comes the male, and by stillness subjects herself;" the

"female element of gentleness"; the "door at which the

soul enters "; not to mention the numerous enigmatic

epigrams, alliterations, and laconic tropes, which might
mean anything the imagination chooses to suggest. The
" Western Mother" and the " gemmy food " of Lieh-tsz

;

the " ascent of Hwang Ti to Heaven " of Chwang-tsz ; the

pill-making of Hwai-nan-tsz ; and other absurdities, all

mark retrograde steps in what was at first true, if imperfect,

philosophy. So far as Lao-tsz is intelligible, the Chinese

have always taken him at his fair value ; and even now
there is much in the finest Chinese cultivated character

which shows that the better side of old Taoism has never

ceased to influence men's minds for good. In the eighth

century a Chinese emperor edited a new edition of the

Tao-tvh-king ; Genghiz Khan, when at Samarcand 500
years later, sent all the way to Shan Tung to fetch an old

Tao'ist recluse, whose advice on " how to rule the world " he

was most anxious to obtain. Kublai Khan burnt all the

Taolst books except the " one true one," the Tao-teh-king
;

and even the second emperor of the present dynasty, in

describing the origin of earthquakes, refers to the "never
idle, yet always at rest " of Lao-tsz's Earth.

In preferring, after deliberate consideration, Confucius to

Lao-tsz, the Chinese have, after all, come to the only

possible conclusion. Even at its best, Taoism could never

be a practicable or practical religion in this work-a-day

world, and no "pure" philosophy can afford to ignore
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hunger or the tooth-ache. Against Confucius' activity and

zeal for decency, order, subordination, propriety, education,

sociability, politeness, ancestral worship, good morals,

centralisation, duty, musical refinement, political sagacity,

etc., etc., Taoism can only offer contemplation, inaction,

fatalism, mysticism, liberty akin to that of wild animals,

ignorance of the masses, exclusiveness and mystery in

governing craft, contempt of music and learning, of effort,

of refinement ; a weak sense of family pietas and loyalty

—

in short, something very like nihilism and anarchy. It is

significant that Count Tolstoi, according to Professor

Carus, once thought of turning the Tao-teh-king into

Russian. Neither Confucius nor Lao-tsz says anything of

women's rights, conscience, remorse, or "subjective"

moral law.

Foreign writers of nearly all the prominent countries

having material and spiritual interests in China have freely

given us the benefit of their opinions upon the abstruse

subject of the Tao'ist doctrine, and accordingly the imperfect

sketch which I have essayed above will perhaps be made
14 objectively " clearer if I give in order of date some
account of the extraordinarily wide range of 4t subjective"

impressions it has made on other men's minds. The first

attempt at translation now on record seems to be the Latin

one, a manuscript copy of which was presented in 1788 to

the Royal Society. It will be remembered that, in the

account of the Nestorian Tablet (a.d. 781) given in the Octo-

ber number of last year's Dublin Review, it was explained

how largely both the extremely ancient Book of Changes

and "Lao-tsz" had been drawn upon by the early Christians

for abstract terms suitable to express Christian mysteries ;

and doubtless this fact contributed towards moving one of

the Catholic missionaries then (say 1750) in China to prepare

the defective translation in question, which translation most

probably supplied Voltaire with the slender store of fact

forming the basis of his too facile denunciations. Voltaire,

however, like many others both before and after him, failed

to distinguish between genuine pre-Buddhist 7^e>ism ; the

romanticism of Lieh-tsz, Chwang-tsz, etc. ; and the corrupt

charlatanism of later times. The author of the Latin
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translation appears to have adopted ratio as a rendering of

N
Tao and he endeavoured to show from the language of

Lao-tsz that the mystery of the Holy Trinity was known

to the ancient Chinese. However much we may disagree

I with this purely personal view, it is impossible, even from

'

an orthodox Catholic standpoint, to deny- the following

position :—There is one true God ; and it was therefore surely

as competent for Lao-tsz to think out what is true as to

think out what is false.

«< ... I deem it true

That He who taught the Christians and the Jews

Perchance taught Lao-tsz too.
"*

In 1820 Remusat published a memoir upon Taoism, and

seems to have independently come to the conclusion that

traces of the Holy Trinity were discernible therein. But

he only translated four chapters of the Tao-teh-king.

Touching Lao-tsz's three qualities of invisibility, inaudi-

bility, and impalpability, by reason of the i (smoothness), hi

(rareness), and wei (abstruseness) of Tao, Remusat raised

the singular question whether the Hebrew word -Jehovah

micrht not lie hidden therein : he and Pauthier both trans-

lated Tao by raison and logos. Remusat considered that

the doctrines commonly attributed to Pythagoras and Plato

were to be found in Taoism. Kiaproth also contributed a

memoir upon the imaginary discovery of Jewish influence.

Pauthier's study followed in 1831, and he suggested a

similarity between Lao-tsz's views and those of the Hindoo

philosophers : he also compared Lao-tsz's speculations with

those of Schelling, and entered into the later (*.*., worth-

less) Chinese legendary accounts of the sage's life

and doings. Meanwhile Remusat's successor Julien

had become employed, at the suggestion of Victor

Cousin, in translating the whole of the Tao-teh-king,

and his great work has of course greatly lessened

and facilitated the labours of most subsequent labourers

in the same field. Approaching the subject from a

philological or grammatical rather than a spiritual point

of view, Julien felt bound to protest against, and to correct,

* Cf. Times. October 31st, 1899, p. 9.
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the hazardous assumptions of Remusat upon the subject of

the Trinity doctrine. He preferred to translate Tao by the

word voie. In 1834 Pauthier completed, and in 1838 pub-

lished in part, a double translation of the Tao-teh-king in

Latin and French, accompanied by a commentary and
notes. Although he adheres to the expression raison

supreme, he incidentally speaks of the God invoked by
Lao-tsz as the " Great Way of the World"; which, he

thinks, naturally identifies itself with the Greek T/ieos.

The well-known Protestant missionary Gutzlaff, who died

in 1 85 1, expressed a belief that Taoism was all nonsense.

In 1859 Dr. Edkins wrote a paper to show how modern
Tao'ist mythology follows the Hindoo method, so far as the

tiers of Heaven and the trinity of persons is concerned.

About this time Cardinal Wiseman, in his " Lectures on

Revealed Religion," made some allusion to Klaproth and

the Trinity controversy. In 1868 Chalmers published the

first English translation, largely independent—for he

admits that he was insufficiently acquainted with French to

translate Julien—but at the same time confessedly eked out

by many references to Julien's work. He also finds ground

for comparing the Chinese philosopher with Schelling.

He does not translate the word Tao, but he expresses a

belief that "the Word " is better than " Reason " or " the

Way." Chalmers' work has naturally been of great assist-

ance to other English-speaking missionaries who have

tried their hand upon Taoism ; but the book is both out of

print and now slightly out of date : it needs, in any case,

vigorous re-editing and annotating. In the same year Mr.

Watters contributed to the missionary press in China a

series of very thoughtful and valuable papers, perhaps

unequalled so far as accurate inquiry into the life of Lao-tsz

and the Chinese views of his doctrine are concerned. He
considers that the Chinese have always failed to perceive

one grand fact discerned by European critics, namely, that

Lao-tsz refers everything to Tao, and thus in a way conceives

the Unity of God. Watters, for want of a better term,

translates Tao provisionally as "Nature," or "Great

Creating Nature"; but at the same time he sees in it a

similarity to Schelling's "Absolute," Spinoza's "Sub-
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stance," Anaximander's " Indefinite " or " Void." He
discerns in Lao-tsz a genial spirit rather than a Jeremiah ;

one who appeals rather to the heart than to the mind ; a

Hebraistic rather than a Hellenistic temperament ; speaking
from a poet's rather than a scientist's point of view ; a man
who hates violence and ostentation. At the same time he
points out that the reasoning is purely speculative and
a priori; there is no history and no marshalling of facts

;

little or nothing is said of courage, truth, or honesty ; and
the principle of laissez-faire, or non-interference, seems to

have been carried to excess. Though in one chapter Lao-
tsz seems to speak of an after-life, Watters sees no sugges-
tion of immortality, and draws a clear distinction between
primitive Taoism, the extravagant fancies of Chwang-tsz,
and the perversions of modern impostors. The dominant
note of pure 7<2oism is the gradual descent of man from
primitive perfection to virtue (knowledge of good and evil)

;

whence, backsliding, it invented unnecessary distinctions,

such as humanity, equity, pietas, integrity (all of which
connote the opposite qualities) ; and thence a tendency to

craft, cunning, and insincerity. Hence Lao-tsz's censure of

Confucius, the " propriety" of the latter really signifying

or connoting a falling away from the infant-like purity

which was bound up with genuine Tao. Watters adduces
Hegel's Sein und Nichts ist dasselbe, Victor Cousin's
" God made all things out of Self," and the Pythagorean
doctrine of * 4 All return to earth " as parallels of what we
find in the Tao-teh-king. Watters also alludes to the views
expressed by Ritter, Victor Cousin, and Archdeacon Hard-
wicke, none of whom distinguished between the old and
the corrupted doctrine. In 1869 Edkins contributed a paper
calling attention to the fact that the Japanese shin-to religion

(the Chinese words shen-too, or "divine way ") bears a
strong resemblance to the Tao doctrine of Han times (b.c.

153). In 1871 Watters contributed three further learned

papers upon the innumerable borrowed and derivative

meanings of Tao, showing that the old Chinese expression

Lao-tsz shuh, or "craft," might, like the word Tao, be
taken in the sense of 4< method," or " way of thinking or

doing."
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In the year 1870 appeared two German translations of the

Tao-tch-king, by Planckner and von Strauss respectively,

the former as fantastical a paraphrase as the latter is a

painstaking and thoughtful study based strictly upon
grammatical and philological considerations. Planckner

leaves Tao untranslated in his text, but uses the term

"Supreme Being" in the introduction and notes. Von
Strauss also declines the responsibility of a translation, but

from his general language shows that he has the God of

Revelation in his mind. That year, Watters republished

his excellent earlier papers in one volume. Von der

Gabelentz expressed the opinion that von Strauss' work
possesses very high merit, and that the author was the first

one to identify his explanations with the spirit of Lao-tsz ;

but it is a question raised by others how far von Strauss'

imaginative idea of the recluse corresponds with what we
are told by the Chinese and by Lao-tsz's own text. In 1873

Chalmers wrote a very interesting article upon Taoism,

which, though purely speculative, he considered much more
religious in spirit than Confucianism ; but he he d at the

same time that Lao-tsz's abstruse metaphysics were distinctly

harmful, in that they led to paradox, sometimes suspiciously

like hocus-pocus, and thus undermined the foundations of

true religion. " Yet the philosopher possessed a deep

intuitive and cultivated perception of the marvellous corre-

spondence of things" in the universe. Chalmers (with

other writers) calls attention to the wave of activity that was
passing over the known world in Lao-tsz's time; the notions

of transmigration then taking root in India and Greece, and
the fact that the Chinese philosophy shewed a distinct

Brahminic flavour. He credits Lao-tsz with a " more than

German faculty for metaphysical speculation [would that

German sentences were as laconic !]. At the same time he

thinks that others had spoken many of Lao-tsz's thoughts,

long before Lao-tsz, and that, in fact, there is nothing very

astounding in his thinking what all men fond o( a quiet life

are at all times apt to revolve in their minds. Nothing that

Lao-tsz wrote about prolonging life went beyond a faith or

belief in pure Tao. All thinking men of his time were

affected by his train of thought, even Confucius ; though
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Chalmers, contrary to what Watters thinks, is of opinion that

Confucius [naturally, therefore, Mencius] did notborrow from
Lao-tsz. Chwang-tsz and Lieh-tsz, whose works are " toler-

ably authentic," carried on Lao-tsz's work, but in a different

spirit, shewing a tendency, which was certainly not that of

Lao-tsz, to obliterate thedistinctionsbetween rightandwrong.
By degrees all that was distasteful to the Confucianists was
relegated by them to the convenient sink of Taoism : then

followed the adventurous elixir stage, the fairy-land " dis-

coveries," the occult science, the competition with and
imitation of Buddhism, the establishment of the "popedom"
in Kiang Si, and the falras of nonsense so painfully

manifest in our own day. Buddhism found an easy

entrance into China, owing to the failure of both

Confucianism and Taoism to satisfy men's religious instincts.

Thus Chalmers.

In 1874, a Protestant missionary, Rev. F. Gal pin, dis-

covered that the notion of Satan was "shadowed in the

books of Taoism." The same year, another Protestant

missionary, the well-known author, John Ross, made the

more mundane discovery that genuine 7<7G>ist recluses, of the

old-fashioned type, were still to be found in the unfrequented

haunts about the Chino-Corean frontier. In 1879 an Ameri-
can missionary, Rev. Virgil Hart, visited the sixtv-first

"pope" at his magnificent palace in the mountains of

Kiang Si; and in the following year I myself had the

pleasure of interviewing the same individual when he was
"on tour" at Canton: he is not taken seriously by the

Government, nor by private persons of importance, at least

outside his own country estate.

Dr. Legge contributed an esray on 7ao\sm to the Brit.

Quarterly Review of 1883, and this appearance of the

redoubtable old warrior on the field of battlewas the signal for

a general furbishing up of offensive and defensive weapons,
for a grand Taolst war. In 1884 appeared Balfour's transla-

tion of the Tao-tch-king ; but as he chose to follow the lead

of a comparatively modern Chinese commentator (eighth

century, the third Taolst patriarch, " reputed one of the

immortals," according to Wylie, "worshipped by the

fraternity of barbers," according to Mayers), he is rather out
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of the running*, so far as the question of pure ancient Taoism.

is involved : he adopts " Nature " as a fitting
- translation of

7ao, and perhaps gives us a glimmering of new light here

and there. Monsignor de Harlez, of Brussels, published a

pamphlet on Taoism in 1885, with special reference to

Balfour's translation, which he seems to have found very

useful ; but at the same time he resolved, as a test, to put

the works of his predecessors through a general crucible,

with the final results soon to be mentioned. In his writings

upon Chinese religious subjects, Mgr. de Harlez seems to

owe much to Pere Hoang, of Nanking, who, in 1879,

published in Chinese a very remarkable work on Com-
parative Religions (Tsih-sJnvoh-ts'iiati-chai)) but he does

not appear, at least in the view of Pere Havier, S.J., to

have acknowledged his indebtedness to Pere Hoang, whose
book I have before me at this moment. The latter gives a

capital running sketch of Taoism at the beginning, with its

corruptions, dynasty by dynasty, up to our day, and clearly

distinguishes between the true laoism of the Chou dynasty

(say 1100-200 B.C.) ; the 7aoism as already distorted during

the Ts'in and Han dynasties, owing to the evil example set

by Chwang-tsz and Lieh-tsz ; and the nonsensical supersti-

tion of modern times, in which there is scarcely any real

Taoism left at all. I take this opportunity of expressing

regret that the numerous and most valuable historical,

religious, and commercial works of Pere Hoang, who un-

fortunately can only write fluently in Latin and Chinese,

are not more accessible. He is certainly one of the pro-

foundest Chinese scholars of the day. Balfour's translation

brought fortli a suggestion from Edkins, to the effect that

the Taoist trinity might owe its origin to the Babylonian

Anna, Ilea, Moulge (or Hinna, Nouah, Bel, if we dis-

tinguish between Accadian and Chaldean times). Cyrus
conquered Babylon in 538, and died in Bactria in 529 B.C.

Gaubil says there were Jews in China during the Fighting

State Period, and Babylonian chronology might have been

introduced into China during the third century B.C. Thus
Edkins. The following year an anonymous author signing

himself Lan-p'ao-tsz (" Blue-gown") pleaded for the rights

of logos, and proceeded to explain how the word Jehovah in
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some mysterious way represented the Hebrew past, present,

and future tenses. He was followed by a second anonymous
correspondent, Rho (presumably Catholic), who, whilst

exposing Blue-gown's fallacies, shewed that there was no

present tense in Hebrew. Meanwhile in the same journal

Giles reviewed the work of Balfour, which he found faithful

to the Chinese commentator followed, however untrue to

fact. He called attention to the circumstance that certain

quotations of Lieh-tsz found in the Tao-teh-king were

ascribed to the Yellow Emperor, and expressed the opinion

that that work was not the work of Lao-tsz at all, but that

it was notwithstanding one of the inspired works of the

world, and had " not yet been done into English." Giles

here repeats the error of ascribing the name Tao-teh-king

to the Sung dynasty (tenth century).

In 1886 Giles again came forward, this time with " grave

charges " against Dr. Legge, and very strong language

about Chalmers, Balfour, and many other workers in the

Tao'ist field. He arraigned the Tao-tch-king as an

impudent forgery, made up of patchwork from Lieh-tsz,

Chwang-tsz, Han-fei-tsz, Hwai-nan-tsz, &c, many
centuries after Lao-tsz's time. Giles certainly succeeded

in translating many detached sentences more intelligibly

than his predecessors had done, but he seems to pronounce,

without evidence, as ''genuine sayings" those parts

which are comprehensible to him, and, equally without

evidence, as 4t gibberish" those phrases which neither he nor

anyone else can easily understand. He is not very judicious

in his array of historic evidence, nor very judicial in his

pronouncements upon it, not to speak of personalities quite

irrelevant to the issue. Chalmers and Edkins were not

slow to accept Giles' challenge. The former, a profound

and (as Europeans go) safe student of positive Chinese

facts, easily demolished Giles' historical position; and the

latter was also able to adduce independent historical

evidence, partly new, partly supporting that of Chalmers.

Giles' view is, in short, immature and untenable. Chalmers

showed " silently "yet respectfully, but plainly, that he was

bv no means enamoured of the Jehovah theory. In a

separate paper Edkins hastened to accommodate himself to
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Chalmers' manifest scepticism about the Jehovah

hypothesis, which he asserted was "not necessary" to

explain Lao-tsz's "trinity of co-ordinate qualities, or trinity

of cosmogonical evolution" (i-hi-wei). At the same time,

Lao-tsz must not be credited with having evolved these

ideas himself : most likely they came from the West.

Repeating his Babylonian theories (Anna, Hea, Mulge),

Edkins suggests (forgetting that Yiin Nan had not been

•discovered) that they came indirectly from India, via Yiin

Nan. At the same time he says that Lieh-tsz, the first of

Lao-tsz's disciples to write a book, which is still extant, was

a " sort of Persian magician." Later on in the same year

he showed how, on the arrival of Buddhism in China, the

Taolsts set to work to imitate its organisation. An article

from the pen of Mr. H. J. Allen the same year, suggests

that the Tao-teh-king may very well have been a Buddhist

work written in the second century B.C. At the same time,

having the other eye on Zoroastrianism, he points out that

Zarat and ushtra exactly translate the Chinese words

Lao-kiin, or "Old Prince" ; but, again, that Mayers said

Taoism was derived from the speculations of Hindoo

thought. He added, what is very true, that the earliest

form of Chinese religion was worsjiip of Heaven, Earth,

Ancestors, and Spirits, "apparently connected with the

religions of the Parsees, Hindoos," &c. Edkins followed

early in 1887 with an essay on the Yellow Emperor's place

in Taoism. He cites a work on medicine and natural

science, admitted by Wylie to date from several centuries

B.C., and giving the views of that remote monarch, who
"was constantly present to the minds of all the early

Tao'ists except Lao-tsz." Edkins finds that certain extracts

shew that even then " the earth was known to be a ball

suspended in space," and that we naturally look to Chaldea,

in consequence, as the foreign source of the ideas in the

the Yellow Emperor's book. The tendency of thought

in the Fighting States Period was to consider the Yellow

Emperor the first teacher of Taoism : Han-fei-tsz (died

B.C. 233) makes him quite a god, whilst the writings of

Lieh-tsz and Chwang-tsz show that the Taoist doctrine was

lavishly ascribed to Hwang-ti (the Yellow Emperor). At
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the same time, "we must connect with it foreign influence,

Hindoo and Babylonian." Passages from the Yellow
'

<, Emperor's book already allude to the means of attaining

longevity, and he, Edkins, thinks one of the gods in the

modern Vaoist trinity may be the " incarnation " of Lao-tsz.

* Early in i8cS7 Mr. D. H. Porter, a missionary in Shan Tung,
the ancient stronghold of Taoism, wrote to explain how the

secret society sects in that province were allied to modern
Taoism ; and, in this connection, in view of the subsequent
" Boxer " rebellion, with its claims to immortality, invulner-

ability, and so on, Mr. Porter's observations are decidedly to

the point. In 1888 Dr. Legge, who seems to have at once set

to work on the news of Giles' attack to closely study Han-fei-

tsz and Hwai-nan-tsz for himself, published a dignified and

exhaustive reply. The veteran sinologue was evidently

hurt more at the manner than at the strength of the

unexpected "charges," and, taking Giles sentence by

sentence, proceeded to demolish him methodically. He
says, in reference to one chapter in the Tao-teh-king

particularly obnoxious to Giles: "Instead of 'flooring'

by this chapter the genuineness of the Tao-leli-king, Mr.

Giles has only succeeded in 'flooring' himself." And
again: "I have rebutted every attempt of Mr. Giles to

\
prove that the 4 Book of Lao-tsz ' is an unworthy forgery "

:

and, finally, with reference to Giles' theory of patchwork :

"if a sufficiently exact study were made of all the works

still remaining to us of a date as early as our first century,

all but a fraction of the Tao-teh-king might be brought

together." But Giles was obdurate and unrepentant, and

lost no time in saying so : "I reiterate my opinion that

Sz-ma Ts'ien never saw the Tao-teh-king" He denies

that he ever said his excerpts were not genuine Lao-tsz :

" I said they were not culled from the pages of the

Tao-teh-king" as to which he gives the supposed opinion

of " native scholars, who one and all regard it as a spurious

production of the Han ... to fill the gaps in antiquity
"

caused by the " Eirst Emperor's" destructive acts. Giles

then follows up the assault by going into a side question :

" Dr. Legge has once played us false. He professed to

have found a key to the much-vexed Yih-King [Book of
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Changes], and contributed to the Sacred Books of the East

a volume which is a by-word of reproach to a great scholar,

and an object of derision to the world at large." All this is

an pen trop Jort, but we adopt the Taoist principle of
14 requiting evil with Grace," and therefore, ignoring the

aggressiveness of Giles' language, we are disposed to join

in the general judgment that Dr. Legge was rather too

sanguine in believing he could extract plain sense out of

the Book of Changes ; also that his attempts to clear up
the mysteries of 'Taoism have not been nearly so successful

as his splendid work upon the more intelligible classics.

Giles has recently repeated his "heresies" in certain

lectures at New York (1902).

Mr. T. W. Kingsmill, the chartered ''iconoclast of

sinology," now came forward with the crushing assertion

that " there is absolutely no historical evidence of the

existence of such an individual as Lao-tsz," who " was
only an emanation from the brain of Chwang-tsz or some
other moralist of his day"; not to speak of the "quota-
tion from the pretended work of Lieh-tsz, itself a forgery."

Mr. Kingsmill considers the Book of Lao-tsz " one of the

few remains existing of primitive Buddhism . . . in

direct imitation of the Indian style." A few pages farther

on, Edkins reverts to the subject of modern 7<76>ist gods, the

three pure ones, and " Persian importations." De Harlez

and Legge both published their translations of the Tao-tcJi-

king in 1891, the latter taking cognizance of two Chinese

commentators not hitherto carefully examined, and also

giving his views upon the parallel passages in Chwang-tsz

and Hwai-nan-tsz. Legge still prefers to leave the word

Tao untranslated ; but whilst inclining towards i4 way "

and " road," he somewhat inconsistently adds :
—" I am

compelled to accept the existence of God as the ultimate

fact." At about the same time, Mr. \V. P. Mears pub-

lished a very learned treatise upon Taoism, as developed by

Chwang-tsz : he compares and contrasts it with Confucius

and Plato. His theory is that, whilst with Lao-tsz, Ethics

took the first place, based on Dogma ; with Chwang-tsz, an

elaborate philosophy replaced Dogma, and Ethics took a

secondary place. Confucius, full of rules, built up the Tao I

\
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of men into a Temple of Humanity, self being" supreme,

and each man working outwards from self. Lao-tsz, desti-

tute of rules, taught the Tao of Heaven, each man being of

infinite importance, and working upwards to it. Lao-tsz

wrould have men cease from efforts towards morality, resting

in that perfect peace which no organic changes can take

away, and subject to l\io above. Confucius subjected men
to ancestors, elders, and neighbours. Plato subjected men
inexorably to the State. Taoism differs from Platonism in

being of a dual nature. Chwang-tsz endeavoured to revive

it on a firm philosophical basis in order to counteract alike

the Epicureanism of Lieh-tsz and the Stoicism of Con-

fucius : his clue, therefore, affords a coherent explanation

throughout. Whilst Herbert Spencer found an insuperable

difficulty in the " Unknowable," Lao-tsz and Chwang-
tsz decline to accept so " impotent a conclusion," and

insist on the duty of knowing all we can know, and then

following it up till we can know more. Mr. Mears defines

Taoism as a "Self Existence phis Personal Attributes,"

outside the influence of Space, Time, and Motion, but lack-

ing the "Objective Personality" which is the basis of

Judaism and Christianity.

In 1893 a Japanese named Konishi applied himself to

contest the position taken by the late Russian professor,

Vassilieff, to the effect that Taoism probably belonged to

the second century before Christ, and in any case could not

be older than the Confucianism to which it was opposed.

Konishi, however, considers the Tao-tch-king a mere random
collection of Lao-tsz's aphorisms made for a special purpose

;

but he holds that in the system itself, taken as a whole,

there is not a single thought inconsistent with the theorv of

Tao.. Professor Chavannes, of Paris, in the introduction to

his great work on Sz-ma Ts'ien's history, the first part of

which was published in 1895, gives an admirable resume of

the Taoist religion, of its strong points as set forth by Sz-ma
T'an himself, of its comparison with Confucianism and the

other competing philosophies, and of Sz-ma-Ts'ien's good
faith and consummate prudence in his selection of evidence :

that author (he adds) does not discuss the works he used in

compiling his great history : but, so far from not having
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read Lao-tsz, he, in Chavannes' opinion, had probably read

Chwang-tsz too : it is always possible to say what good
works he read, because he quotes from them ; but when he

omits to quote a work at all, the assumption is that he had
weighed it in the balance and found it wanting. On the

whole, Chavannes' is the most sensible critical writer on the

subject. In 1898 a Swatow missionary, named McLagan,
published a very thoughtful series of papers on Taoism.

He thinks that Giles has not proved his position, but that

no conclusive case for the existence of an explicit Taoism

previous to the time of Lao-tsz can be made out from the

Tao-teh-king, and that Lao-tsz's system leaves no room for

any idea of God beyond Tao. Mr. Kingsmill's criticism of

McLagan's excellent, if second-hand, work as a "mere
rechauffe of Julien and Legge " is scarcely fair : he takes

the opportunity of re-asserting his opinion that the whole

Tao-teh-king is a " paltry juggle," based on Hindoo
importations, and that a better knowledge of Hindoo litera-

ture is desirable for Lao-tsz's translators. In the same
year, Dr. Paul Carus, of Chicago, published his translation

of and notes upon the Tao-teh-king, with a good index,

hoping thereby to make it generally accessible both in letter

and in spirit: his opinion that Lao-tsz was "one of the

greatest men that ever trod the earth " smacks slightly of

Barnum ; moreover Lao-tsz never attempted to personify

Tao, and Carus' persistent obtrusion of his personal ideas

upon the subject of God are held by missionary critics to be

out of place and irrelevant.

During the year 1899, Mr. Spurgeon-Medhurst, a mis-

sionary enjoying, like Mr. Porter, the advantage of labour-

ing in that stronghold of Taoism, Shan Tung, published a

very competent critical resume of all that had hitherto been

done to elucidate Taoism, which he defines as the " search

of a blind soul for God": he truly points out that the

Chinese themselves do not dispute the authenticity of the

Tao-teh-king, a whimsical fancy confined to Giles and

Kingsmill. He objects to Carus' word " reason," on the

ground that Lao-tsz's never absent thought was that Tao

transcended the power of reason: the "eternal principle

of right" is nearer the mark, for "the highest form of
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religion is always unspoken." In 1902, Pastor Kranzgave
to the world some posthumous notes of Dr. Faber, who had

already, in 1885, expressed the opinion that " there is little

room left for doubts regarding the authenticity of our (Tao-

teh-king) canon." Faber contrasts and compares Taoism

with Confucianism, having had specially under his eye

Dvorak's first volume on the Chinese religions ; he also

introduces, as he is specially competent to do, some
important historical considerations as to the innovations in-

troduced by the Chou dynasty, which, nearly a thousand years

before the revolutionary burning of the books in B.C. 213, had

introduced into China the novelties of feudalism, seraglios,

ancestral worship, conventional marriage rules, official

ceremonial, and had developed Taoism. Faber's account of

native ancient Tao'ist literature is the best extant.

Last, but not least, I have before me Professor Rudolf

Dvorak's admirable Lao-ts't und seine Lehre, being the

second volume of Chinas Religionen. It does not wield the

already at its best rather cumbersome German language

with even average grace, which fact, with such a subject as

Taoism, is a heavy handicap upon persons only blessed

with appreciation of the more articulate tongues. He
reviews in a summary way all that has been done by the

more prominent of the foreign writers above mentioned
;

discusses the Chinese authors, compares and contrasts

Taoism with Confucianism, and comes to the sensible con-

clusion that there is no more reason why Lao-tsz should

have borrowed from Pythagoras or Babylonia than that

Babylonia and Pythagoras should have borrowed from

Lao-tsz. He does not exaggerate the importance of the
44 greatest man on earth's " thoughts, which are precisely

those likely to occur to all thinking men living a tedious

life in a fairly advanced stage of civilisation. Professor

Dvorak introduces quite new considerations in the shape of

Chinese character-forms, which appear totally inconsequent

to the subject. In the first place, when Lao-tsz lived and
wrote, the Chinese characters were, even in principle,,

radically different from what they are now, and it was not

until B.C. 220 that the revolutionary " First Emperor" first

tried to unify the competing forms used by the different
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feudal states. In the second place, since that time the

Chinese script has been reformed, pruned, and recast in

various ways, in such wise that the fact of the word
"wonderful," for instance, being- written with the signs
" woman " and " few," can, under no circumstances, be

taken to throw light upon philosophical Taoist nomen-
clature. Lao-tsz, of course, used the written words every-

one else used for other purposes, and invented none.

Thirdly, just as the cuneiform syllables of Babylonia

gradually developed from hieroglyphs into mere phonetics,

and the demotic Egyptian was a contracted production of

the hieroglyphic, so Chinese characters have passed through

phase after phase until they have come now-a-days to

have purely conventional meanings. The characters of

to-day are not those used by Lao-tsz. Notwithstand-

ing this tilting at windmills, Dvorak's work may be

recommended as the " supreme effort " of Taolst exegesis.

For those who cannot read German (or, still better, Chinese)

it will be ample to study Faber, Watters, Chavannes, and
Chalmers' for the historical part ; Watters, Chavannes,

Spurgeon-Medhurst, and McLagan for the argumentative

portion : even if they be not always original, they at least

gather up all that there really is to say.

It will suggest itself to impartial minds that with all our

science, our logic, and our experience, we Westerners have

not been able, after the lapse of 2,500 years, to improve

much upon the old Chinese philosopher. The Germans,
especially, have acquired repute as profound t4 thinkers,

"

yet the modern representative embodiment of Teutonic

thought has not been able, in spite of Kant, Schelling,

and Hegel, to evolve for us anything more intelligible than

an endless chain of " revelation," culminating with a final

"manifestation" in the shape of the sturdy old soldier, King
William of Prussia. Lord Kelvin can only make a guess

at " Creative Power" and " Vital Force," which Sir Oliver

Lodge rejects, because (like Lao-tsz) he "cannot define"

them. Professor Ray Lankester hints that both of these

giants of science are in need of brain repair. Yet Sir

Oliver plumps for "Telepathy," and tells us "a time will

come." It is a humiliating lesson to the narrow pride of
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man, and a proof of his incapacity to get beyond his own

narrow interests, or to solve the mystery of life by his own

foolish efforts. In the case of Lao-tsz, the Chinese, in all

good faith, give us the best they know of his life, his book, and

his thoughts : his book exists still, and if the thoughts

occasionally exceed his capacity to express them, he himself

confesses and bewails the fact. But we Westerners know

better than that, even on the same evidence, which, in any

case, we can only spell out imperfectly. Lao-tsz never

existed at all, or, if he did, he never wrote his alleged book.

He was a creature of other impostors' imagination, and both

his and their works are impudent frauds. If there is any

sense, however, in what they wrote, be it fraudulent or

otherwise, they themselves are not to be credited with it.

Not at all. Babylonia, Greece, Persia, India, or some

other place in the "West" claim credit for such portions

as are intelligible. Meanwhile, whilst we lament Lao-tsz's

incapacity to conceive the true key to peace and good will,

our philosophers, backed up by our armies, lay violent hands

on such parts of China as it is possible for us to reach in

safety; and by financial traps and juggles, which are as

inscrutable to the Chinese mind as the "Absolute" or the

44 Void," we drain the unhappy country of its best resources.

The most 44 orthodox " form of our wisdom chivies 5,000

defenceless traders into a river, there to drown. The most
44 catholic " form drives out from home the identical teachers

who are considered so indispensable for China's welfare.

The final effort of 44 revelation" takes forcible possession of

the precise region where Taoism and Confucianism had

their birth. This may be progress and civilisation ; but I

suspect, if old Lao-tsz could but visit the modern West, we

should be rather ashamed to shew him our gin-palaces, our

Finns, our Jews, our trusts, our strikes, our Christian

scientists, and a list of our 44 ruler-sages " assassinated

within the past generation by a discontented populace.

In our next issue will be presented a full translation of

Lao-tsz's whole book of 5,000 words, without a single

remark or note. Let the world judge for itself.
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